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SPORT AND SOCIETY FOR ARETE
March 2, 1994
With just a few days remaining it appeared that most of the
great moments of the Winter Games had already taken place, but
then starting on Thursday one remarkable moment after another
came across the television screens. There was the Norwegian
medal sweep in the Alpine combined, the great skiing of Deborah
Campononi of Italy in the salom, and Espen Bredesen's gold for
Norway in the 90 meter ski jump.
Then came the much awaited final of women's figure skating,
where it appeared that Oksana Baiul was being Guloolied, first
by the judges on Wednesday night, and then by the German skater
at practice on Thursday.
The women's figure skating event which had been oversold in the
U.S. as a Harding-Kerrigan match, turned out to be the Oksana
Baiul show. For those who thought that somehow Kerrigan was
robbed by the judges of a gold medal, I am sorry, but it really
shouldn't have been close. Without the buildup and notoriety
that Kerrigan got coming into the games, thanks to the three
stooges, I doubt if the scoring would have been close at all.
Both Kerrigan and Baiul are very good skaters, and Kerrigan may
have a slight edge on the athletic and technical side of the
ledger.
But on the artistic side it isn't even close. Kerrigan skates
well but has no fluidity, no artistry, no connection to the
music. She is mechanically sound but essentially without
feeling. She has nice line, nice technique, but little else. On
the other hand Oksana Baiul is the most graceful, flexible, and
expressive woman figure skater in decades. She is an artist, and
as with all great artists, her medium becomes a means of
expression of beauty, passion, or the spiritual dimension of
human experience. This little girl whose life experience is
already full of tragedy and joy at an early age, can somehow
translate all of that into her expressive performance on ice.
One of the most remarkable things about Oksana Baiul is that
before she steps onto the ice you look at her and see a sixteen
year old little girl, and she looks very much the little girl.
When she begins to skate she is transformed into a remarkable,
mature, and expressive artist, conveying beauty and passion with
her every move. Then the music stops, she steps off the ice, and
the little girl reappears. Artistically she is light years ahead
of anyone in women's figure skating today, and it is difficult

to recall anyone like her. The only shock in the scoring of this
event was that it was close, as Oksana Baiul was far superior to
any of her competitors.
Her gold medal performance was exceptional in and of itself, and
it was astounding given the physical problems created by the
collision in practice. There is no question who is the best
woman figure skater in the world. This became even more apparent
on Saturday during the exhibition skate, when Scott Hamilton
commented that he had never seen anyone like her before, and the
other skaters lined the rink mesmerized by her artistry.
On Sunday came the greatest hockey gold medal game in the
history of the Olympics. Sweden and Canada both played superbly
for 70 minutes, only to end in a tie at the end of overtime.
When two Canadian goals came within about three minutes of each
other in the third period to give Canada the lead, it appeared
Canada would win its first gold in 42 years. Sweden scored on
power plays with the tying goal coming with less than two
minutes to play.
The goal tending on both sides was exceptional, and in the
shootout that followed it got even better. After allowing two
goals in the first two shots of the shootout, the Swedish goalie
Tommy Salo made one fantastic save after another to close down
the Canadians for the next five shots. In the meantime the
Canadian goalie Corey Hirsch was nearly his equal, expect that
he could not stop 20 year old Peter Forsberg who scored twice in
the shootout, including the winner, with two fabulous hockey
moves to beat the goalie. The game ended 3-2 and Sweden had its
first gold medal in hockey, while Canada was denied it first
gold since 1952.
If all of this wasn't enough Alberto Tomba had a dazzling second
run in the slalom and fell just short of Austria's Thomas
Stangassinger who took the gold, while in the 50K cross-country
the extremely popular Vladimir Smirnov of Kazakhstan crossed the
finish line first, to chants of "Smirnov, Smirnov, Smirnov,"
from the partisan Norwegian crowd.
And over at the Bobsled where the Germans won the gold by sixhundreds of a second after four runs, the highly touted American
team sporting new technology finished 15th, one place behind the
much maligned Jamaican team.
On Sport and Society this is Dick Crepeau reminding you that you
don't have to be a good sport to be a bad luger.
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